Dear Colleagues,

In partnership with the AANS/CNS Section on Tumors, the Society for Neuro-Oncology is delighted to invite you to participate in the Second Annual Conference on Brain Metastases, which is scheduled to be held August 13-15, 2020, in Toronto, Canada.

The scientific content of this unique event will offer outstanding keynote and plenary addresses on a range of timely topics on this complex and increasingly important area of cancer medicine. Topics to be addressed include basic and translational research, as well as a broad range of clinical practice topics including radiation therapy, surgery, chemotherapy, targeted therapy/immunotherapy, multimodality therapy and clinical trials. In addition to lectures from internationally recognized experts, conference participants will have opportunities to present their work -- and to learn about advances made by others -- through short oral presentation and scientific posters selected by the scientific review committee.

In addition to cutting edge multidisciplinary science, we expect the conference will provide an outstanding and unparalleled forum for networking and socialization with like-minded colleagues from around the world, as well as the opportunity to interact with exhibitors from SNO’s industry and non-profit partners.

Toronto is a world class city that is culturally diverse with outstanding attractions, superb restaurants and friendly locals. The city is easy to navigate, with a network of beautiful pedestrian pathways, world-class dinning and an excellent transportation system. Against this backdrop, the conference will be an outstanding forum for networking and building lasting relationships with like-minded colleagues from around the world.

We look forward to seeing you in Toronto!
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